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Trainer: Viorel ION, University Professor, Pro-Dean, 

Faculty of Agriculture, USAMV Bucharest

Trainer: Ervin MIKLOS, Senior Consultant & Partner, 

LGT Proiect (Agrovir), Romania

Day 1 - B2B Negociation Module 1/2 Day 2 - B2B Negociation Module 2/2
Day 3 - Technology Module 1/2 - Agriculture of 

today

Day 4 - Technology Module 2/2 - Agriculture of 

tomorow 

Sales Sub-module 1/4 - The ecosystem and 

the actors

Sales Sub-module 3/4 - Negociation 

Techniques B2B

Agronomy Sub-module 1/2 - Cultivation of 

main field crops
Digital Agriculture Sub-module 1/2

Theoretical Section Theoretical Section Theoretical Section Theoretical Section

Romanian agribusiness market: B2B2B+B2B2B2C ecosystem Negotiation vs. sales, advisory sales in agribusiness
The main field crops: corn, sunflower, soybean, wheat, barley, 

rapeseed
Digitalization in the service of business strategy in agriculture

The value chain concept: upstream, downstream Negotiation cycle: negotiation strategies and tactics
General agronomic aspects: main cultivation steps & technological 

phases
The global context of agricultural digitalization

Upstream actors: suppliers, distributors, farmers Psychological profiles of clients Sowing, the crucial technological step: Autumn and Spring Internal, external factors that lead to digitalization

Downstream actors: originators/traders, food processors, retailers, 

consumers
Types of customers, segmentation, profiling (KYC - know you client) Density and sowing rate, specific calculations The 20 t/ha maize yield & variable control

Integration, association, predictability, contractualisation The logic of commercial negotiation: concessions, advantages, benefits Distance between rows and sowing depth The impact of digital solutions

Competitive intelligence: knowing the competition, transforming 

information into intelligence
Exchange currencies Types of sowing machines Producers and consumers of data in precision agriculture

Risk management - supplier credit insurance Failure in negotiation, solutions to break the deadlock Seeds characteristics: certification, treatment, varieties/hybrids The architecture of information systems inside a farm

11:00 - 11:30 Coffe break Coffe break Coffe break Coffe break

Practical section Practical section Practical section Practical section
Examples of functional value chains in Romania: sugar, potato chips, 

high-oleic sunflower, alfalfa, etc.

Making a sales argument and operationalizing it: launching a new 

product
Practical applications related to sowing Building a possible farm digitalization strategy

Spot contracts, multi-annual contracts, planning between actors on the 

value chain

Difficult situations in negotiation, refusal, economic disproportion 

between actors, etc.

Practical cases from other agrotechnical steps and incidents (errors) 

encountered by the trainees in practice
What digital solutions actually help us?

The intelligence report Decryption keys: defending the company's interest Options, alternatives, solutions - the advice of the expert IT, procedures, machinery, People - how to achieve the goals

13:00-14:00 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

Sales Sub-module 2/4 - Products, portfolios, 

commercial policies
Procurement Sub-module 4/4 Agronomy Sub-module 2/2 - The harvest AgTech Sub-module 2/2

Theoretical Section Theoretical Section Theoretical Section Theoretical Section

Categories of agricultural inputs: similarities, specificities
Procuurements and supply, working with suppliers, procurement 

procedures

Economic aspects of agricultural production: the economic impact of 

agronomic decisions throughout the production cycle
Farm management based on data

Launching a product (agricultural input) and it's life cycle
The evolution of the role of the procurement function: reactive and 

proactive procurements
Harvest formation and its evaluation in field crops Collection, security and accuracy of data

Management of a portfolio of products and types (star, margin maker, 

etc.)

Types of procurements: recurring, spot, goods/services (maintenance, 

etc.)
Main harvest and secondary products (vegetal residues etc.)

Results and decisions based on data, agricultural processes 

transposed into data

Commercial policies: transactional, fidelisation, for conquest, volume 

versus margin
Objectives in procurements: cost, quality/price ratio optimization Eco-conditions and eco-schemes How to get more profit from information

Creation of customer loyalty on the agricultural value chain Psychological profiles of buyers Types of crops and harvests Efficiency, monitoring, automation, data analysis

Absolute competitive advantages (exclusivities) versus relative 

advantages (price)
Types of suppliers (KYS - know your supplier) Limiting factors of agricultural production in Romania AgTech - hardware: satellites, drones, weather stations, sensors, robots

16:00 - 16:30 Coffe break Coffe break Coffe break Coffe break

Practical section Practical section Practical section Practical section
From the client's needs to the technical prescription and sale: 

commercial retro-engineering

Applied acquisition & sales negotiation scenarios: simulations, role 

play, self-criticism, classroom feedback

Agronomic estimation before harvest and qualitative evaluation of the 

crop: main and secondary quality parameters
Case study 1: differences between the hybrids sown on the farm

Prioritization and planning of internal objectives (with management) and 

external (with clients)
Proposals to improve the B2B sales process

Practical cases of agronomic evaluation calculations of the harvest for 

the main types of field crops
Case study 2: efficiency of machinery on the farm

Technological packages in inputs: advantages and disadvantages
Conclusions - internal applicability in trainees' companies via a report to 

top management with SMART recommendations
Harvest reception and determining the qualitative parameters Case study 3: the "lying" averages

Annex services: customer service, logistics, consulting, financing SWOT analysis and the action plan Bonusing the qualitative aspects of the harvest Generating relevant reports based on data

14:00 - 16:00

16:30 -18:00

Trainer: Florin CONSTANTIN, Founder, AGXECUTIVE

Registration for the annual sessions of May-June and November-December at: camelia.lebada@agxecutive.com / +40743.488.078

AGXECUTIVE PRO CLASS - OPEN COURSE FOR AGRIBUSINESS PROFESSIONALS

Time interval

SCHEDULE - 3 TRAINING MODULES DEDICATED TO AGRIBUSINESS

09:00-11:00

11:30-13:00


